An
Internet Marketing
company
Why us?
THRIAM DIGITOMATION a mixture of
digital and automation gives the
customer a automated experience
of the digital services with the
help of data presentation.
THRIAM DIGITOMATION focused on
becoming a technology company
starts the journey with the first
step of connecting the business
world to the digital world
through its variety of services.
THRIAM DIGITOMATION takes the
challenge to provide affordable
internet services unlike the usual
choices in the market to the
business world with its skill to
generate
conversion
oriented
leads.
Unlike the competitors in the market
we do not try, we focus on
producing results and adding
value to your business.
THRIAM
DIGITOMATION
with
its
expertise helps you in not only
generating leads but also to
select your customers.

Website development
Each beautifully designed website
prominently
displays promotions and calls to
action—integrating
with all booking engines. Our
SEO strategy team
conducts extensive keyword
research, using
unrivalled methodology, finetuned over the years.

SEO
Search engine optimisation (SEO) aims
to ensure that websites are achieving
the highest possible rankings within
search engines. Search engine
marketing campaigns now cover a
broad spectrum of actions, including
‘on-page’ and ‘off-page’ elements such
as content, links, usability and social
media—all of which should be included
when implementing SEO.
Through our digital service, we will
work with you and our established
agency to develop effective SEO
campaigns and maximise your
investment with good search engine
positioning and web traffic.

SEM/PPC

We offer
Website development.
Digital marketing.
Mobile marketing.
Content marketing.
Web based project consultancy

A quick solution that ensures webpages
appear on the first pages of search
engines, this form of digital advertising
allows users to bid for positioning
under
key terms within the search engines.
Once created, the adverts will
appear instantly and enable specific
campaigns and products to receive
traffic. This form of advertising allows
you to set budgets, easily monitor
click-through rates and effectively
measure ROI.
Through this service, our established
agency will build a targeted, managed
PPC campaign to drive traffic to your
web solutions.
www,thriamdigitomation.com
+917039067501

Result Commitment

ROI

Business Growth

Clientele
Social media management is now essential THRIAM LED
within
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two-way
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distribute content but also to listen
to the industry and identify trends in
customer requirements.
You need a social media strategy - don't
let anyone tell you any different. And
we're not talking about
posting a cute cat video once a week on
Facebook with the hope that your
customers think you're as
adorable as said cat. We'll find your
target audience on major social
networks such as Twitter,
Facebook, and Google+.

Content marketing
Content marketing that involves the
creation and sharing of online material
that explicitly promote a brand which is
intended to stimulate interest in its
products or services.
The customer has always been interested
more in what you say then what you make.
Content is responsible to drive your
business as well as create a competitive
image for you.

Email Marketing Solutions
An integrated email marketing
campaign consists not only of email
distribution, but also includes
tracking and reporting, event
management,
online surveys, data processing and
systems integration.
Through this service, we will work
with you to bring all this
functionality together on one online
marketing
platform, with the added value of
all the necessary tools to
accelerate your
email marketing strategy.
Email has been playing a critical
role where b2b is concerned as
direct pitching towards decision
makers are more effective.

Online Customer Intelligence
What do you know about your online
visitors? Do you know their journey,
what they view and download,
their reasons for seeking you out?
Online customer intelligence works
by gathering deep insight into your
customers’ thoughts, behaviour and
online needs—and it enables effective
customer engagement programmes.
This intelligence supports analysis and
interpretation of key client behaviour,
driving increased value into business
development and marketing activities.
We will develop intelligence for your
website so you can better understand
your customers, and make sure you
are
the resource they are looking for.

Our Thought Process
PROMOTE INTERNET MARKETING NOT
AS A SERVICE TO A BUSINESS BUT AS
A TOOL TO SUCEED IN THE DIGITAL
WORLD.

"It's the size of the hard work that brings results "

